
Deer Bud, 
	 10/11/70 

These comments on the government's notion to dismiss in CA 2301-70 

will have to be done in greater haste teen I'd prefer in order to get it in the 

outgoinf mail tonight, which is as close as I can come to your request that you 

have it tomorrow. 

Perhaps it is without significance, but this is the only case of this 

series in which no single Department of Justicelawyer's name appears. All 

signatories are from the officeof the D7.S.httorney Per the District of Columbia. 

While it may be no more than a legal fommality, the motion is spurious 

in alleging these two things: 

"...there is no claim upon which relief can be granted..." , and 

"there is no issue as to any material fact..." 

The claim upon which "relief can be granted" is for the production 

of the spectrographic analysis. It can be granted because under the law I am 

entitled to it for reason you know and some which I will set forth below. In,  

addition, even if the subeseeent claim to immunity were correct, as it is not, the 

law does not reenirs withholding-it merely authorises it, as Mitchell's letter 

granting access to the Pay affidavits makes explicit and clear, so in even this 

.very restricted sense, reliefjeig be granted. 

Among the issues "as to any materiel fact" are whether this data can 

be withheld, under the law; whether it meets any of the provisions under which it 

can be withheld; and even then, whether the government bee not already waived its 

legal right to withhold it (American mail decision). 

Tau raised the question whether the TEl had given the spectrographic 

analysis to Chief Curry and he had made it pablie. What had already appeared as 

a Commission exhibit is printed in Curry's book (90-4). This is not the spectre 

but a paraphrase of it. It includes many thing', for which I did not ask and does 

not include those for which I did ask (as the clothing, curbstone, brushings from 
windshield, etc.) However, it does refer to some and this, having beennade public, 
waits, I believe, any right to withhold. For your information,, the day after 
Clark's executive order was made public* I appeared st the Archives and asked for 
the, spetros. In my presence, from 553, 	on spoke to Cunningham by Phone, Cun

- 

ningham told his this was the spectra. 	son got it and shoved it to me. ." 

Immediately shoved it to be not the spectre. ;Anson celled Cunningham beck, but 
he then and since, to the best crag knowledge, got nothing further. Dame I am 
raising a different point, aside from telling you that the 711 represented the 

spectres to he in the Archives when they war (and still are) not: under the amerce-
tive order they age required to be and are not because they were "considered by 
the Commission". his consideration exists in two forest 

The results are basic to the conclusions; 
Weenier's testimony about them. 

Moreover, any FBI analysis of them was in its Commission function, hot 

as the investigative arm of the Department of Justice. 

I gate you a copy of this executive order. It begins with the cited words. 

I should add that there was further "consideration" in all the medical 

testimony, all the ballistics testimony, and all relevant conclusions. There was 



by the Commission members through the exhibits prepared for it by the FBI as its 

arm, not as part of the Department of Justice, in such thing
s in which it is basis 

as the Gauthier exhibits, for the identification of the fragments
 with each other 

and the Connally fragments with 399 is basic to all these th
ings. If all the mum 

fragments recovered from the ear and brushed from the glass are not identical 

it both acknowledged fragments recovered from the President's head, all these 

exhibits and the Commission's basic conclusions are deliberate fraud. Ihis is also 

true of the Connally fragments end 399. oveover, the traces
 from the clothing 

must be identical vith those from 399 and the ''onnally fragm
ents or the same is 

again true. And the cubbstone traces must beidentical with both or that part of 

the story is also false and fraudulent, as is all FBI recons
triction exhibits, 

of which the Gauthier ones are not all. These exhibits and 
the relevant expert 

testimony represent "consideration" by the Commission and are 
not part of any FBI 

or other law-enforcement work. 

In this connection, you raised the paint that possibly the FBI's 

work was for the Dallas police, hence meets the definition. 
"ether or not it 

was given to the Dallas police, it was not done until after 
,ohnson assigned a 

role to moover, defined by Hoover in the photocopy I've givei you (2
B98-9), 

mlirein he testifiedl..thers is no *mix Federal jurisdiction
 for alai* en 

investigation...* He also added that the President can, mi
tt for "law-enforee-

ment purposes", as the exemption requires, *request the Bure
au to make special 

investigations", which Hoover says is whet happened. 

This leads to the Statement of Material Fact where, after thinking 

about it and the question of perjury further, I disagree wit
h you and fie. 

In all other cases of which 
i know, and the case I showed you, of Jevons' 

.affidavit in the first Nichols suit is in, point, there has 
always been an affidavit 

establishing, to the defendant's satisfaction at least, that *here is a basis  

for claimingapplicability of the exemption. Sere, for the f
irst time, that is not 

done. It is as though there was a bug in your office and ou
r discussion of this 

was overheard, for wheal showed you these Various things, you agreed that either 

Zevons of iloover committed perjury.) PeOhaps this also may attribute significance 

to the absence of the signature of any Department lawyer. However, Parag
raph 2 

does not state that this was an investigation meeting the re
quirements of the 

exemption (nor does anything else). It substitutes instead w
hat is without meaning, 

an opinion (which is not a "matesial fact"), the quotation 
from Mitchell's 04/70 

letter in which be says no more than "we have taken 
the position that they are part 

of an 'investigatory file compiled for lee encorcement purposes'..." Aside from' the 

feet that this is feign, it remains not fact but opinion end
 no more is elaimed. 

I think the absence of an affidavit is significant and I still think, 

now more so, that our first effort should be t
o get such an affidavit and then 

charge perjury. Refusal to provide such an affidavot should 
deliver the decision 

to us at that point. I suggest an argument that there is no 
evidence this was such 

en investigation for law-enforcement purposes is absent from
 the motion, that the 

motion therefore is without substance, might do it. If they 
provide the affidavit 

we have perjury. If they refuse-how can thee-they surrender
 their entire defense. 

Moreover, I think such false swearing or the'refUsel to prov
ide the minimum 

evidence would be powerful in any appeal or argument against
 appeal by them. 

In Paragraph 5 Eleindienat's 4/12/70 letter is cited. It is 
way out, 

is not responsive, and introduces something else on which we
 should request 

sworn proof, that "the work notes and the raw analytical dat
a on which the results 

of these spectrographic analyses are based are part of the i
nvestigative files 

of the FBI" and thus #specifically exempted" under (b)(7), w
hich is a considerable 

extension of that exemption. 



Moreover, I didn't ask for w
het Kleindienst refers to. P

erhaps I . 

should. If you'd like to try 
and amend to include what he refers to, I'm all for it. 

Sere I should emphasize that every
thing considered in these spe

ctrographic analyses 

was in evidence, public evide
nce, before the Commission. None of the things for 

which I asked are other teen exhibit
s in the form from which samp

les were taken. 

(When the time COM8f, we cen 
have a little fun, for thla c

annot identify the 

fragment for waich Sibert an
d O'Neil gave the receipt no

r have and I tank one 

has disappeared entirely.) 

To recapitulate, in whet they cell a "Statement of Materia
l Pact" 

the one quintessential thing that must be present is lacking, any statement
 of 

feet. There is no more than t
he qyptation of two letters e

ach of which does no 

more than offer an unsubstant
iated opinion (that in each c

ase we know to be false 

and can so prove in court). 

Their "Memorandum on Points a
nd Anthdritiee" begibe with a

n entirely 

inadequate and incomplete description of whet I seek, limiting it to "certa
in 

spectrographic analyses of bulletvad bullet fragments recove
red from the scene 

of the assassination of Pres
ident ohn Y. Kennedy in Dall

as, Texas on November 

23,1963." In fact, no single 
part df this inadequacy is in

 any sense accurate. 

Every alleged statement of f
eet is false: 

• The government says there 
wee but a single close—to—int

act bullet, not 

"bullets". 
Neither it(they) nor any of t

he fragments were "recovered 
from the 

scene", the bullet having been "recovered" miles away, at the hespital (assuming 

they can now prove this to be that bullet, there being no chain of possession 

and I have this in writing from the Archives)
, and the fragmalts having teen 

gotten from the car on two di
fferent examinations, in Wash

ington (after it was 

first washed in Dallas). The clothing, for 
example, was net "recovered" 

from 

"the scene". The fragments taken from the bodies were not ta
ken. in Dooley Plaza, 

the "scene" the samples taken
 from the clothing were not t

aken when the clothing 

was in Bosley Plaza or, with 
the President's clothing, whu

le it was in Texas 

end the assassination wass no
t on November 23, 1963. Moreo

ver, the one sample 

from the scene, the erubstone, was removed from Lesley Pl
aza in July of 1964, 

not 
Aovember 1963, and the specimen for spectrographic analysis was th

ereafter 

taken from it when it was in 
the possession of the defenda

nt in Washington, I 

thikk itemizing these simple,
 factual errors in the reques

t for an affidavit proving 

the character of the files would be real appropriate and might just disturb people, 

from the judge to the Attorney General. 

Under II. Discussion, they begin with a citation
 of the Attorney Seneral'a 

memo. Now it happens that I
 have tend am not suggesting you here use), a taped 

conversatoon with aolapp in whieh-he says the current adrnistration regards this 

tame as without meaning, sig
nificance or applicability. 

his, however, hooks them 

to that memo, end I believe i
n response to this the photoc

ppies of the President's 

and Clerk's introductory co
mments are very much in po

int. Au feet, I think th
at is 

Jim were not to read this mem
o he might find other things 

legally applicable, where 

my lack of legal background m
ight not make them apparent to me. 

I think they misinterpret the
 underscored provision of the exemption, 

and there is nothing in cited
 Barcelona *toe to support 

their interpretation. 

The language used is "a party
". Not "the party", not "that

 litigant", 

the "defendant". It therefore
 means and litigant. It would have been available 

to Oswald, for example, even 
under Tencks. Of course, what is also pertinent be re 

is that this is not a file meeting the exemption to begin with. However, in the 

sense they emphasize, they reflect neither the language n
or the intent of the law. 

This is given more point in t
heir Barcelona Shoe  citation, where there is no role- 



vance to anything like a spectrographic anal
ysis. Concern in this decision is 

narrowly limited, as quoted, to What "mignt 
contain information unfairly damaging 

to tne litigant or other persons." It is only such things that are in reference, 

and what follows makes this even more clear, 
referring Elgin to such statements. 

Obviously, spectrographic analyses are not o
f such character. 

Parenthetically, let me add, not necessarily
 facetiously, that the only 

possible embarrasemant here, tea only "damag
ing to the litigant" can be to the 

government, and that is specifically exclude
d in the cited Clark memo. 

Bare I add snoth paint. This decision quotes only part of that 

peragrpagh on page 38. My non-lawyer's readi
ng of the entire paragraph gives it 

a moaning opposite that sought to be imparte
d by the Department of Zustice in 

this citation of an unrelated and irrelevant
 decision. I suggest you and/Or Tim 

go Over this with soma care. For example, th
e earlier mid changed requiremett 

was that "the private party" be "in litigatio
n 'with tho agency". The first words of 

paragraph say that the change in lenguage ma
ke it "very different"1 

Of course, other parts of this memo are relevant, and tais continued 

defendant's use of it licenses us to quote i
t without end. 

Nat that Barcelona,  in the lest partacited, continues to refer only to 

what can cause damage to character, inspection and copying of witnesses stet events", 

which bears no relationship to what is at is
sue, where there is no possibility of 

such misuse or such defamation. 

The argument here is that the exemption "is 
to protect from disclosure 

i
ll files which the government compiles in th

e course of law enforcement 

nvestigations", nvestigations", whether or not they lead "to formal proceedings". This, as 

Zeneks alone proves, is entirely false. Ther
e lame blanket immunity (aside from 

the continuing fact that these are not "la
w enforcement investigations" files). 

What I think you muy want to consider in conn
ection with this is the 

language cited on the next page of the memo,
 39, under subsection (f). "The purpose? 

are tnere described as "to make clear beyond doubt that ell materials of the executive 

branch are to be available to the public unless specifically exempt from disclosure 

under subsection. W.." I think this means 
that they nave to prove,  that the 

sought data is part of an ineestigatiee file
 compiled for law enforcement purposes..." 

which is where I began. 
P 

"Concurrence of elements Borthers Co. in 
what is irrelevant is next 

claimed. Here again the"only possibility of 
relevance is for law enforcement, 

which is seithar proved nor true. However, I
 suggest you read the third quoted 

peragrpah, for in the sense in which we are sting, this seems 
to support us, not 

them, in the same way American Mail tine  does. 'Pp  paraphrase, this decision says that 

if what is sought was used it trust be available. It is only "absent such use" that 

such information is not available. The essen
ce of the spectres sure as hall wa

s 

usedt 

Justice's summary of this is false, claiming *since the records the 

plaintiff seeks hers not been made part of any record in any agency proceeding 

he may not obtain than 'absent such use'." In ever thenerrow sense applied, t
his is 

not what the decision says. It sayethat ifs 
an employee "had been called to testify", 

then his prior statement would have to be available. The parallel is not the 

incorporation of the text of the spectros in the Marren Commission record but their 

use in any form therein. They are basic, therefore there is =chums. This also moons 

the opposite of the argumere; and the allegation, for, it only in the !rattler (and
 



possibly Shaneyfelt's - I'm not sure on this poSit) an
d in the form of the 

paraphrase (used by Curry), it sure as hell is in the record. Their words* 

are "part of 	record in ajszt agency proceeding. 

The last paragr,)ah on the third page of this frivolously titled 

"polnts and astSorities" is inconsistent wits the precise language of the 

exemption to the point where I tsink Jim should check the omikeions (I think all 

their citations should be masked for other infideliti
es and misinterpretations). 

They here claim the exemption "'prevents the disclosure of..n
sensitives Government 

information such as 	files...'( emphasis added". There is no such immunity. And 

this is not a "sensitive" files, not in any appropria
te sense, =yeas,. The 

only exemption for such files is if they are "investigatory" ANN for "Law enforce-

meut"S,Their added emphasis amounts to a deception end
 a deliberate misquotstion, 

They next cite Black v. Sheraton •Corp.The  first paresspah is incomplete. 

As it stands is is a deliberate misquotation of the exemption, for All FBI reverts 

are not automatically exempt and in any event this is not sucha "report" that we 

seek. It can be argued thetbas (voted this paragraph is our way, not the way they 

use it. It refers to the new law "which greatly expanded the information which 

government agencies must (my with.) make available to the pthlic..." 

The second quoted paragraph is irrelevant because, as it says, it is 

restricted to "the scope of discovery smesimilsage in c
riminal cases*, nnida,  this 

is not. rrhe xemsassostxx concern of the Supreme court for the s
ecrecy and sanctity 

of the FBI investigative files" is out of context, for that is not at issue. The 

sole issue is whether these sought materials are "inve
stigative files", which they 

are not, they are lab reports, and whetber they are fo
r "saw enforcement", etmdoeks 

Which they neither were net could have beans 

Now, when they start to claim that releasing lab repo
rts about the 

President's murder as "harmfhl to the public interes
t", they are way out, and lid 

Like to hear them argue this in court, with the-press present. Thie is the last 

wrongful use of Black. The rest is irrelevant. We do n
ot seek "the results of 

investigetions of alleged criminal activity " (note th
eir added emphasis, which 

ageism distorts). We seek only lab reports already used in paraphrase. They can 

hardly argue in public that this is (and again they underlined for emph
asis) 

"that the public interest requires to be kept secret." 

Even their conclusion is false by Mitchell's Suns 4, 1970 letter, for 

they argue that the exemption is "a prohibition agains
t the release of the type of 

document the plaintiff seeks". Mitchell's own interpre
tation, to get himself off 

the hook (one of the reasons I like to keep pressing t
hem, so they'll commit 

themeleves to all kinds of foolishness) is teat it mer
ely "permits" but does net 

;squire. Again, tuts is not "the type of dochm
ent plaintiff seeks" in this case. 

't is no mor., tea lab reports and is not in any sense what
 these citations refer 

to as al investigative reports of criminal activity, 
They repeat the falsehood 

teat this is a "prohibition". The intent referred to h
as been "interpreted by tbe 

courts", est in American Mail, and is opposite that al
leged. It think* it might 

be appropriate to belabot the pert where they got carried away with their own 

rhetoric and refers to these decisions being "in unany
mity." 

And after all this ireelevancy about Tna investigative
 reports of criminal 

investigations Uedr last admission is merely that I 
seek no more than "spectro-

graphic analyses"....Tbere is not but 30 minutes befor
e the mail from the main 

joat office so .1- must nail this unread. I
 hope to discuss it in some detail with 

ia very soon and would like to be able to with you. Ma
ke the appointment and I'll 

dome in ageism .when you are ready, which might better be after dim and I go over it. 

n haste, 

israd Weisberg 


